
57  USPC/Cartamundi Celebration                    2020                                         USA   

 52+2J x 2          This great double deck set was given to attendees at the  
 As Issued           celebration of the merger in NYC in January 2020.  Comes in        
 OB1                   the original presentation box.   Here is your opportunity to own    
                           a limited souvenir of playing card history. 
 
 
USPC                                                                                Minimum                       75                

58   Hjortzberg Art Deco                                     1924                                    Sweden   

 52+J                  Nice deck featuring beautiful Art Deco designs of the 20s.  Cards  
 EX                     have very light soil and edge wear.  The box is missing the top  
 OB3-                 flap.   A very attractive deck.. 
                           
 
 
Granbergs                                                                         Minimum                      90                

59   Atkins Saws                                                c1900                                        USA   

 52+J                 This company contracted for at least two different decks to  
 Near Mint          advertise its saws and high quality cutting tools.  The joker and           
 OB2+                back designs are different.  This back is the same as the box   
                          pictured here.   The company was headquartered in Indianapolis 
                          since 1856, until purchased by Borg Warner in the 1950s. 
Hochman AB8 
USPC                                                                                 Minimum                     130                

60  Piroxloid Celluloid                                         1928                                        USA   

 52+J                 Celluloid cards had a short run and are not easy to find.  They were 
 Mint                  marketed to “last a lifetime, washable” but in fact the designs would 
 OB2                  rub off.  They were also very expensive, selling for $3.50 vs. $0.10   
                          to $0.50 for most decks.  Slipcase box has edge wear. 
 
Hochman O4a 
Piroxloid Products Corp.                                                    Minimum                     110                

61   Kings, Knights and Dragons                        2005                                   England  

 52+J+Title         Another spectacular transformation deck by Elaine Lewis with 
 Mint                   scenes and myths from the Middle Ages.  Her limited edition, 
 OB1-                  hand colored, creations are highly prized; this is #36 of 50.  The  
                           CTD cover highlights Merlin. 
 
 
 Elaine Lewis                                                                      Minimum                     170                

62   Petite #21                                                    1909                                         USA   

 52+J                 Same smaller size as Bicycle Junior (3 ¼ x 2 ½ inches).  Stamp  
 Mint                  and USPC seal suggest this deck was sold later, about 1920. 
 OB1                  Comes in original box advertising Nepro Crown Corks and Seals.   
                          Wrapper split.  
 
Hochman US27 
USPC                                                                                  Minimum                    100                

63   Du Dauphine Pattern                                   c1700??                                France   

 52                      This is our mystery deck.  According to Sylvia Mann a complete  
 EX                     deck has never been seen.  There is no evidence that it is not old.  
 NB                     Cards measure 3 1/8 x 2 inches and cards are not cut evenly. 
                           Paper stock is “laid” rag paper, backs are plain.  Likely it is a  
                           reproduction, but old and very well done.  See inside cover page. 
 
                                                                                            Minimum                    120                
 




